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Abstract. This paper presents SERIMI, an automatic approach for solving the
interlinking problem over RDF data. SERIMI matches instances between a
source and a target datasets, without prior knowledge of the data, domain or
schema of these datasets. Experiments conducted with benchmark collections
demonstrate that our approach considerably outperforms state-of-the-art
automatic approaches for solving the interlinking problem over RDF data.

1 Introduction
The interlinking of datasets published in the Linked Data Cloud (LDC) [1] is a
challenging problem and a key factor for the success of the Semantic Web. Given the
heterogeneity of the LDC, techniques aimed at supporting interlinking at instance
level should ideally operate agnostic of a specific domain or schema.
SERIMI1 focus in the instance-matching problem over RDF data, which refers to
the process of determining whether two RDF resources refer to the same real-world
entity in a given domain. We propose an unsupervised solution for this problem,
which is composed of two phases: the selection phase and the disambiguation phase.
SERIMI uses existing traditional information retrieval and string matching algorithms
for solving the selection phase, and we propose an innovative function of similarity
during the disambiguation phase. This function is designed to operate even when
there is no direct ontology alignment between the source and target datasets being
interlinked. Fig. 1 shows an overview of SERIMI’s instance matching process.

2 Validation
We use the collection proposed in the DI track of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative (OAEI 2010) [2] for evaluating SERIMI. We focused our evaluation in the
life science (LS) collection and in the Person-Restaurant (PR) collection proposed by
this initiative. We used two baselines in our experiments: RiMOM [3] and
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ObjectCoref [4]. These two systems are representative of the two main types of
solution for the interlinking task and, more importantly, they have used the same set
of datasets and reference alignment as our method, allowing a fair and direct
comparison. On average, SERIMI outperforms RiMOM and ObjectCoref in 70% of
the cases.

Fig. 1 – Overview of SERIMI interlinking process. (A) Given a source and target dataset
and a set of source resources (instance of a class), (B) SERIMI obtains the label of these source
resources and search for candidate resources in the target dataset that share a similar label. (C)
For each source resource, SERIMI retrieves a set of candidate resources. (D) In order to
disambiguate a set of candidate, SERIMI applies a novel function of similarity that selects the
resources that are the most similar between all candidate sets (E). These selected resources are
the solutions for the interlinking (F). The determination of this optimal cross section is a nontrivial process and it is done in a sophisticated way. This process assumes that the source
resources belong to a homogeneous class of interest (e.g. musician, drugs, country, etc.)

3 Conclusion
SERIMI showed promising results for solving the task of RDF interlinking proposed
by the OAEI 2010. As future work, we intend to evaluate this approach in different
collections aiming to evaluate SERIMI as a domain specific solution and independent
of domain solution for RDF interlinking.
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